Department of Architecture
Zakir Husain College of Engineering and Technology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh.

Quotation inviting Notice

Dated 29-09-18

Purchase committee of Department of Architecture met in the chamber of chairman on 14-09-2018 at 11:30 A.M. and decided to invite quotations from the university registered dealers and Vendors of repute for manufacturer and supply of about 48 Nos. Drawing Tables with following specifications.

(1). "Partal" wood table top 3'- 6" X 2'- 6" X ¾" inclined from 3'- 6" to 3' – 1” mounted on 16 guage square section four legged frame with a 20 guage M.S. tray under it duly painted after welding a square flats under four legs before inserting P.V.C. shoes.

Manufacturers / Vendors may see the proto type / Model of the Drafting Table to be supplied before submitting the quotations on or before 15-10-2018 in the office of chairman, Department of Architecture by 03:00 P.M. Department reserves the right to accept or reject one or all quotations without assigning reasons.

(Nawab Ahmad)
CHAIRMAN
Deptt. of Architecture
E.H. College of Engg. & Tech
A.M.U., Aligarh

Copy To:
- Director, Computer Centre for posting this Quotation inviting notice on university website as per norms.
- Notice Board, Department of Architecture.